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ff f riedrich is Proud to present... Annelies Kamen’s solo exhibition Thanks, l’ll be here
all week.

In her artistic work Annelies Kamen explores the relationship between language and humor,
in which especially jokes or “one-liners” always contain subversive potential in relation
to established hegemonies, conventional patterns of behavior and interpersonal dealings
expressed through language.

By employing joke-making as an artistic methodology, Annelies Kamen now allows the
special functions of these linguistic one-liners, the nearly simultaneous apprehension of two
conflicting realities, possibilities of different or ironic meanings, to exist in artistic objects and
images -  lending them an abiding power and agency.

For Proud to present... Kamen has made a massive ice sculpture, in which the saying Thanks, I’l 
be here all week was admitted. The title comes from an often-recycled line
used by stand-up comedians. It’s originally credited to comedians working the circuit of
holiday resorts in the Borscht Belt - a string of resort hotels in upstate New York frequented
by Jewish families from New York City - in the 1940s, 50s and 60s. Comedians working
in Borscht Belt hotels would often perform multiple shows a day for weeks at a time, and
were forced to hear the heckle from the audience ‘I heard that joke last night!’ Through this,
Thanks, I’l be here all week has turned into a phrase that one can use to punctuate an
embarrassing gaff or a joke that fell flat. It signifies the failed attempt to elicit a laughter
response from an audience.

The utterance that appears so self-confident in the ice is now counteracted in a humorous
way by the ice’s ability to simply melt through the contact with heat - in particular the heat of
the visitors bodies and the Frankfurt summer air: The self-extinction of the ice also makes the
statement lose its hold and thus its effect and meaning.

In this way, Kamen addresses and plays primarily with the 24-hour concept of the exhibition
series Proud to present..., in which it is impossible from the outset to circumvent this limited
temporality and is therefore doomed to fail. At the same time, the melting of the block of ice
allows us to think in terms of contemporary exhibition activity, the fleeting and ephemeral
nature of exhibitions, and the fact that it is impossible to capture precisely this event.
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